INTRODUCTION

2/90 Sign Systems introduces Klik, a flat-panel sign system with changeable inserts. The frameless base-plate holds front-loading, removable copy inserts, creating a clean design that makes this system attractive and functionally efficient.

Select from over 100 different sign types. Copy options and insert configurations are pre-determined to make selections easy and lead-times speedy. Each 3/16" thick insert “kliks” and slides into place in the ¼" thick painted acrylic base-plate. Inserts with locking mechanisms are also available for securing your message. Each insert is surrounded with a small bevel-edge detail to form a faux reveal between individual inserts.

Our sign systems are designed for easy updates, letting you change inserts whenever needed instead of changing the entire sign. We can assist you with wayfinding analysis and programming; fabricating a system of interior and exterior signage with static, changeable and digital messaging; professional demolition and installation; and maintenance programs for easy reordering and updating.
HOW TO SPECIFY!

Specify Klik Wayfinding Signage in just six steps.
Simply choose your sign, mount, colors, and copy style – it’s that easy!

- Step 1: Select Sign Type (Over 100 choices)
- Step 2: Select Sign Color (4 Paper and 80 Prism, Designers & Metallic Paint Colors)
- Step 3: Select Copy Color (80 Prism, Designers & Metallic Paint Colors)
- Step 4: Select Copy Style (ADA-compliant and Decorative Styles)
- Step 5: Select Mount (10 options)
- Step 6: Provide Copy Schedule (request Klik electronic order form)

SIGN TYPES

Klik sign types come in a variety of sizes and options to easily identify, inform, regulate, and direct people in, through and out of your facility. ADA-compliant graphics identify permanent locations. Regulatory and life-safety signs assist staff and visitors to egress safely during an emergency. Directories help visitors find locations effortlessly while directional and overhead signs show them the way.

INSERT OPTIONS

Klik signs can display single or multiple inserts including ADA, Direct Print and Laser Print. ADA Inserts feature integral tactile characters with Grade 2 Braille photopolymer. Direct Print Inserts provide tamper-resistant, high-resolution graphics printed directly on painted acrylic inserts. Window Inserts are made with an aluminum carrier and a clear acrylic lens to protect paper messages printed on-site by the client.

SIGN OPTIONS

Klik signs are available in 80 standard painted colors with many of the options you are accustomed to with 2/90 Modular and Arc sign systems. They can be flush-mounted to the base-plate for a sleek, low-profile look or layered over larger, decorative base-plates that come in five different shapes through our Essentials offering. A wide selection of mounting options accommodate wall, panel, desktop, ceiling and free-standing applications.

ADA-COMPLIANT

The Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) was implemented in the early 1990s to protect the civil rights of the disabled by ensuring access to goods and services. Identification standards include mandates for character size, color contrast, sign location, raised characters, and Braille for readability. Klik signs are compliant with the ADA 2010 Standards.

SUSTAINABILITY

Although signs do not yet hold a specific place within the widely recognized LEED rating system, incorporating modular signs in a facility is a key factor in sustainable design. Modularity extends a sign’s lifecycle and at the end of its usage, components are easily separated for reuse and recycling. Klik products are 100% recyclable. Klik is proudly manufactured in the USA.